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Projection methods applied to abstract problems of the form Ax = Nx, 
where A is a linear operator with a nontrivial null space and N is a nonlinear 
operator, both on a normed space, are studied. Convergence results are obtained 
and then are applied to periodic two-point boundary value problems using 
splines as approximations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of alternative formulations for the problem Ax = N3c with A a 
linear operator with a nontrivial null space is sometimes necessary for an analysis 
of the equation (see, for example, [4] and its bibliography). The purposes of 
this paper are, first, to show that a typical alternative formulation can provide 
the basis for analyzing numerical approximation schemes of the general projec- 
tion method type, and second, to give some applications of these results to 
periodic boundary value problems. Galerkin’s method is a projection method 
and it has been analyzed by Cesari [2], Ciarlet et al. [3], and Urabe and Reiter [8]. 
However, here we have in mind a much wider class of methods, including 
Banach space interpolation maps as studied recently by Lucas and Reddien [6], 
Kammerer et al. [5], and Russell and Shampine [7], among many others (see 
also their references). We will extend the results of [5-71, for example, applying 
the theory developed here to the case of periodic two-point boundary value 
problems. Their methods, existence results, and convergence rates extend to 
the periodic case essentially unchanged. 
Let X be a real Banach space with 2 a closed subspace of X. Let A: B(A) -+ 2 
be an onto linear map with 5@(A) C X and let N be a possibly nonlinear map 
on some open set 52 in X into X. We assume N(A), the null space of A, is 
finite-dimensional and admits a continuous projection U, i.e., UX = N(A), 
and that Z admits a continuous projection E on X, i.e., EX = Z. We note 
that X = x(A) @ (I- V)X and that A restricted to (I- U)X n .9(A) has 
a linear inverse M. We assume that M is completely continuous as a mapping 
from Z onto (I - U)X n 9(A). More general hypotheses are possible, but 
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the setting given here is fairly general and will include the applications to 
periodic boundary value problems in Section 4. 
The following reformulation of the problem Ax = Nx to an auxiliary and 
bifurcation equation is not identical to the usual method, e.g., see [4], but is 
more appropriate for the analysis of projection methods. 
LEMMA 1.1. Ax = Nx, x E X, is equivalent to 
(i) z = EN(Mz + x,), 
(ii) (I - E) N(Mz + xU) = 0, 
U-1) 
wherex,EUX,zEZ,andx = Mz+x,. 
We now define our approximation method. Let {X,} be a sequence of finite- 
dimensional subspace of X, let {P,} b e a sequence of continuous projections 
on X with P,X = X, , and let P, + I as n + co on X. We propose to ap- 
proximate the solution to (1.1) by solving 
(i) z, = EPnN(Mz, + xun), 
(1.2) 
(ii) (I - E) P,N(Mz, + x=) = 0, Z,EX,,X~~EUX. 
Note that Eq. (1.2)(i) implies z, E EX,, = Z,t so that z, E Z. For computa- 
tional purposes, (1.2)(i) should b e replaced by z, = P,,N(Mz, + x,~), but 
the form given is more convenient for analysis. 
We make additional assumptions regarding (1.1) which are assumed to hold 
throughout this paper, namely, that Ax = ZVx has a solution x0 E Q with 
x0 = z, + xu”, z, E Z, and xUo E UX, that N is continuously Frechet dif- 
ferentiabIe on Q, and that z - EN‘(Mz, + x,O) Mz = 0 for z E Z implies 
z = 0. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We will need the following result, which can be found in [9, Theorem 2’1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a Banach space. Let T and T be continuous, nonlinear 
operators defined on an open set Q C X into X and let x0 = TX, , x0 E Q, and the 
following conditions be satisfied: 
(a) The operator p is Frkhet d$ferentiable in some netghborhood of x0 with 
(I - p(x,)) continuously inoertible and 
ll(I - Wo>)-’ II < c; 
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(b) for some 6 > 0 and 0 < q < 1 the following inequalities are valid 
sup II Qx) - I’ll < q/c, 
llr-a!olls6 
Then the equation x = TX has a unique solution in the sphere 11x - x0 1) < 6. 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a netihborhood I C UX of xUo so that equation 
(1.1)(i) is uniquely solvable for z = x(xJ as a function of x, E 1. Moreover, 
viewing z( .) as a mapping from I C UX to Z, z is continuously Frkhet d$j%rentiable. 
Proof. Define Tz = EN(Mz + x,O) and % = EN(Mz + x,) for .‘c, E 11X. 
Now by assumption, Tz, = z. and both T and p are continuously FrCchet 
differentiable in x for z in some neighborhood Q C Z of so and x, in some 
neighborhood I C UX of x,O. We note that T and ri will be completely con- 
tinuous operators since M is, and hence, so will T’ and T”. Since we have 
assumed that (I - T’(z,))-l exists, it thus follows that ll(Z - T’(z,))-’ /I= < k 
for some constant k > 0. 
Now I/ p’(xo) - T’(z,)lI = Ij EN’(Mzo + x,)M - EN’(Mz, + xUo)fifli < 
c II N’(Mx, + x,) - N’(Mx, + x,~)II f or some constant c > 0. As N’ is con- 
tinuously Frechet differentiable on Q, we may make this expression as small as 
we like for all x, on some suitably chosen neighborhood Z of x,0. Since 
ll(Z - %o))z II 3 ll(I - T’(,+ II - II ~‘(4 - Wq,)ll II .z II 2 k-’ II .z II - 
II T’@o) - T’(zo)ll . II z IL we thus have ll(Z - T’(z,))-l I/ < k’ for some K’ > 0 
on a neighborhood Z of x,O. This is hypothesis (a) of Theorem 2.1. 
Now I/ p’(x) - I’ll < c 11 N’(Mx + x,) - N’(Mxo + x,)~~ for some 
constant c > 0. Let 0 < q < 1 be chosen. Since N is continuously FrCchet 
differentiable at MzO + *rUo, it follows that 6 > 0 may be chosen so that 
sup Ij T’(z) - 2yzo)ll < q/h’ 
!U-Z,lIk6 
on some (possibly smaller) neighborhood Z of x,O. Note here that 
/I Mx + xu - M.xo - x,,O /I < 11 Mx - Mxo /I + I( x, - x,O 11 
< c II fif II . II 2 - zo II + II x, - .GO /I 
for some constant c > 0. Thus the first condition in part (b) of Theorem 2.1 
is satisfied. 
Finally, II T(zo) - T(q,)/l G c II N(Mz, + x,) - N(Mzo + ~c,~)ll d c’ II x, - xuo II 
can be made less than 6( 1 - q)/h’ by further reducing if necessary the size of 
the neighborhood Z C UX of .~,a. We thus have that the conditions of Theorem 
2.1 are satisfied and Eq. (1.1)(i) is uniquely solvable for each x, E Z in the sphere 
11 z - z. 11 < 6. These solutions are designated z = z(xu). We note that as 
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x, -+ xuo, 6 may be chosen smaller with 6 + 0 so that z(xJ + so . Repeating 
this argument for any fixed x, in 1, we have ~(2, + h) -+ z(&) as h E UX 
satisfies )I h II+ 0 so that z is continuous as a map from I into 2. More can 
actually be said. For a given choice of I and 6, define I,, = {X,E UX: 11 x, - xuojl < p} 
with 1, CI and define Q, = {z: 11 z - so jl < S}. Condition (a) of Theorem 2.1 
holds on I,, or any smaller I,, . The first condition of part (b) of Theorem 2.1 
holds on Q6 and 1, or any smaller Sz,, and 1,) . Now 11 rf(s,) - Z’(zo)jj < 
c 11 x, - x,O jl for some constant c > 0. Thus since the second inequality of 
part (b) of Theorem 2.1 would be satisfied if c 11 x, - x,O II < 6(1 - Q)/K’, we 
may choose 8’ = min(8, p ck’/(l - 4)) and Theorem 2.1 will hold for this p. 
Suppose II x, - x,O 11 = p. Then I/ z(x,) - z.(x,O)II < 6’ = ck’/(l - q) for p -+ 0 
and so I is Lipschitz continuous in x, at x, O, This argument may be repeated 
for any fixed x, in I and so I is actually Lipschitz continuous in x,, . 
We next show the differentiability result. Indeed, we show ~/(4,)x, = 
(I - EN’(Mz(Q + QM)-1 EN’(Mz($J + i,)x, z L(&Jx, . Fix some & 
in I. Now z($, + h) - ~$2,) = EN(IMx(G, + h) + 4, + h) - EN(Mz(f,) + a,) 
for h E UX sufficiently small. Now as 11 h II -+ 0, x(&, + h) -+ ~(2~) so that 
using the FrCchet differentiability of N, 
x(i, + h) - .z(&,) = EN’(Mz(&) + Q(M(z(~~ + h) - ~(2~)) + h) 
+ f-4+Q; 4 
where 11 w II = o(llz(& + h) - ~$2~) + h 11) = o(lI h 11) since I is Lipschitz 
continuous at 4, . Now let F(Z) = EN(Mz + &). Then [I(1 - ~(z(&))z 11 > 
IV - Wo)k II - ll(T’(zo) - fY4w~ II 3 k II z II - II Wo) - rf’MkJ)ll . 
II z 11 for some constant k > 0. Using the continuous FrCchet differentiability 
of N, we may further reduce I if necessary so that 11 T’(z,) - T(z(&))]/ < k 
for all 4, in I. Thus, assuming this is the case, 
z(& + h) - Z(k&J = (I - T’(z(au)))-’ EN’(Mz(4,) + auyz + o(II h II) 
for each 4, in I as II h II + 0. It thus follows that Ij z($, + h) - ~(2,) -L(4,)h II = 
o(ll h 11) so that L(&J is the Frechet derivative as claimed. Consider x and y ~1 
and denote A(x) = I - EN’(Mz(x) + x)&f. Then 
in the operator norm. Now let y be fixed and let E > 0. Since B(X) + z(y) as 
x --t y, N is continuously FrCchet differentiable, and II A(x,)-l 1) is uniformly 
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bounded for x, in I, we may produce a neighborhood of y in I C UX so that 
II w - Yrll < E f or x in I. Thus we have the continuous FrCchet differenti- 
ability and the theorem is proved. 
3. APPROXIMATION EQUATIONS 
We next establish existence of solutions to Eq. (1.2)(i). 
THEOREM 3.1. Equation (1.2)(i) is uniquely solvable for all x, in some su&+ntly 
small neighborhood I C UX of xuo with solution z, = z,,(x,) in 2, for all n 
suficiently large. Moreover, z, will be continuously Frkhet d$Grentiable on I, 
Proof. We again appeal to Theorem 2.1. In this case, we define T(z) = 
EP,N(Mz + x,). We first observe that /I P,, IIs < K for some constant K by 
the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. Now 
IIV - v%))Z l1.z 3 IV - qqJ)z II - II - rf’(%))Z II, 
where 
Now 
~(z,)z = EP,,N’(Mz, + x,) M.z. 
II T’(z,) - Ott = II EN’(Mz, + z,O)M - EP,N’(Mz, + x,)M 11 
< II E II . It N’(Mz, + x,)M - f’,IL”(& + x,)M II. 
Let B represent the unit ball in 2. Then MB is compact. Now if I is bounded, 
it has compact closure since it is a subset of a finite-dimensional space. Using 
the continuous FrCchet differentiability of N, it follows that N’(Mz,, + I)MB 
is a totally bounded set. Since the topologies of pointwise and uniform con- 
vergence coincide for equicontinuous families of linear maps on totally bounded 
sets, the second term in the preceding inequality can be made arbitrarily small 
for any neighborhood I of xuo simply by taking n sufficiently large. By suitably 
choosing I and N we have condition (a) satisfied for all n > N and x, E I. 
Now tl f+(z) - I’ll < II f’n It/ * I/ E II . II N’(Mz + xu) - N’(fi% + x,>ll . 
/I M 1). Using the continuous FrCchet differentiability of N, we -may choose a 
a-neighborhood of z0 in 2 and reduce I, the neighborhood of xuo, so that 
/I w4 - ~‘C~o)I~ < 4/ c f or any given 0 < 4 < 1. This gives the first inequality 
of condition (b) in Theorem 2.1. Now 
II fb,) - %,/I = II EP,N(Mq, + xx).- EN(Iclz, + x,O)lt 
< ti EP,JV%.+ G”> - EN(Mzo + xu”)ll + II P,, II 
. It El/ . It N(Mq, + x,) - N(Jfzo + ~,t”)tl. 
409/60/1-10 
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The first term on the right in this inequality goes to zero since P, + I on X. 
The second term can be made arbitrarily small by choosing I suitably. Thus 
the conditions of Theorem 2.1 can be satisfied by choosing n sufficiently large 
on some neighborhood I of x,O. This gives the existence. We note here that 
asn~cx,andx,-tx,O,thenz,~z,. The differentiability result follows in a 
manner identical to the proof of Theorem 3.1 by defining T(z) = EP,N(Mz +x,) 
and i”(z) = EP,N(Mx + x,0) in this case and using the fact that each P, is a 
bounded linear map with 11 P, 11 < K for some constant K > 0. 
An error bound follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 using the second 
inequality of condition (b) in Theorem 2.1. We state it as a corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. 11 z, - x0 11 = @‘(II P,,z, - x0 (I + 11 x, - xuo II). 
Using Theorem 2.2, we may write Eq. (l.l)(ii) on I as 
d(xJ = (I- 4 NW+,) + 4 = 0, 
and using Theorem 3.2 we may write Eq. (1.2)(4 on I as 
+n(xu) = (I - E) PnN(Mz,(x,) + xu) = 0 
for n sufficiently large and I a suitably chosen neighborhood of x,O. Now 
+(xuo) = 0. We p ro p ose to show &(x,,~) = 0 for some xun E UX and all n 
sufkiently large and that x,,~ -+ x, 0. Thus, we will show that the approximation 
scheme defined by Eqs. (1.2) produces convergent approximate solutions under 
the conditions assumed here. The proof we give uses Newton’s method via the 
following theorem that can be found in [l]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let U be an open set in X. 
Suppose f. U -+ Y is continuously dz#erentiable in U; let T be a continuous linear 
mapping of X onto Y and m > 0 a constant such that, for Eve, y E Y, there is 
a point x E X for which TX = y and II x 11 < m 1) y 11; and suppose that, for some 
pant x0 E U, 
m II T -f ‘(xo)ll c 1. 
Then for any k sati.$ying m II T - f ‘(x,)11 < k < 1, suppose there is a ball 
B(xo a Y) so that 
llf 64 - f ‘(xl) - f ‘(x0)(x2 - 411 G WO - II T - f ‘(xo)ll) . II x2 - xl II 
for all xl , x2 E B(x, , Y) and m 11 f (x0)11 < ~(1 - k). Then there exists at least 
one 2 E B(x,, , Y) for which f (J;) = 0. 
We note that + and q5,, are continuously differentiable on some neighborhood 
of I of x,0. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Suppose $‘(xUO) maps UX onto (I - E)X. Then equations 
(1.2) are solvable fm all n suficiently large for solutions x,” in some neighborhood I 
of xuo and z,, in some neighborhood 52 of z, . 
F’roof. By the Banach inverse theorem, there exists some constant m > 0 
such that for every w E (I- E)X, there is a point x, E UXsatisfying+‘(x,O)x, = w 
and jl x, IIx < m 1) w llz . Let T s 4’(xuo) and define f = & . Now 
II +‘(xu”) - 9n’(xu”)ll < II I - E II * II N’Wz, + xu”)(Jf~‘(xuo) + 0 
- N’(J%&$ + xO>(~.%‘(~uO) + Ul,
where z’(x,O) = (1 - EN’(Mzo + x,O)M)-r . EN’(Mz, + x,O) from Theorem 
2.2. Similarly, 
z,‘(xuo) = (I - EP,JV’(Mz~(xro) + x~O)M)-~ EPJV’(Mz,(xUo) + x,O). 
Now zn(x,O) + z, as n + co by Corollary 3.2. Using the facts established in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows that as n + CO, 11 xn’(xuo) - z’(x,“)li -+ 0. It thus 
follows that for all n > N for some fixed N sufficiently large 
m II T - bn’(xuo>ll < 1. 
Now choose K so that m * 11 T - &‘(x,O)II Q K < 1. Using the continuous 
FrCchet differentiability of q5, , one can show there is some index N’ > N and 
some open ball B(x,O, yl) of x,0 so that for all tt > N’, 
II M%> - C,(rJ - TL’(x~~)(x~ - ydll < ((W - II T - Cn’(~,o)II> I  x, - yu II 
for all x, and yu in B(x,O, I~). Now 
llf (xuO)ll = II Cn(xuO)II = II dn(XuO) - $(x”“>ll < c II %(Xu”) - zo II + II PTPO - zo II) 
for some constant c > 0 and all rr > N” > N’. Combining with Corollary 3.2 
we have Ilf (xuo)ll < c II P ,a, - a0 )I for some constant c. Thus choosing Y = 
rnin(c II P,z, - a0 II/l - k, yl), the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied 
and the proof is complete. 
We use the formula for Y to deduce an error estimate in the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Equations (1.2) h ave solutions z, and xUn fw all ta sz@ciently 
large so that 
and 
II *o - % II = w 20 - pnzo II) 
II xun - x,” Ii = @(II 20 - pnzo II). 
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Proof. 3y taking n sufficiently large, we may choose Y = 0(/l z,, - P,z,, 11) 
and deduce +,, has a zem in the ball B(x,O, Y). By Corollary 3.2, we then have 
11 x, - z. )I = O(ll z. - P,po 1) + (1 xUn - xUo I]) which gives the result. 
Remark. In the case that q%‘(x,,O) is a one-to-one mapping from UX onto 
(I - E)X, the mappings &‘(xuo) will be one-to-one so that the operator T in 
Theorem 3.3 can be chosen to be &‘(x,O). In this case, Theorem 3.3 can be 
strengthened [l] to give uniqueness. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we show that the developed theory applies to two-point 
boundary value problems with periodic boundary conditions. We consider 
the problem 
d =f(t, u), o<t<1, (4.1) 
with boundary conditions 
uqo> = 28(l), j=o, 1. (4.2) 
The projection methods discussed here choose u, in some approximating 
space so that 
4 = Pnf(4 %a) (4.3) 
and 
uJ(O) = Q(l), j = O,‘,J, (4.4) 
for a projection operator P, satisfying P,,ul = u” . We note again that the 
analyses of, for example, [5-71 d o not apply to this periodic case. 
Let Au = U” with 9(A) = {y: UE Cz[o, l] and.zJ(O) = &(l:), j = 0, l}. Let 
X = C[O, l] with the supremum norm so that X is a’ Banach space. Let iVu = 
f(x, -u) and we assume that f is, a C1 ,function., Now M(A) = {cons@ and 
Uy = Sir(x) dx projects X onto .&‘(A), i.e., J’$4) F U,X. Also, W(A) = 
(u 6 CEO, 11: si u(t) dt = O}. Thus 2 = $?(A) = (I- U)X and’ E = (I - U). 
Now A has a generalized Green’s function, i.e., there exists a continuous kernel 
bit, S) so that if u(t) = 4’ k(t, s) V(E) ds, then u” = w,. ji u(t) dt = a, and uj(O) = 
u;(l), j = 0, 1, where so w(t) dt = 0. This kernel is explicitly given as k(t, s) = 
*It - s 1 - &(t - sy,- 1% . Now with Me, y. jt kft, S) V(S) ps, M is a compact 
mapping from 2 into (I- ‘@X n B(A). Thus the problem (4.1)-(4.2) may be 
reformulated with z = U” as 
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with x E UX, the reals, and x in (I - U)X, the continuous functions with 
mean value zero. These equations correspond to Eqs. (1.1). 
Projections onto spline function spaces have been shown [6, 71 to be compu- 
tationally useful, and so we reformulate (4.3~(4.4) using such functions. Let 
S(rz, k, j) represent a class of 0 polynomial splines of degree k with respect 
toapartitiond,: 0 = tp) G *.. < tr’ = 1 of [0, I]. Leti > 2 and let / d, / :- 
maxi(Q) - t,!“:). Define X, = D2S(n, R,j) and let P, be a projection mapping 
X onto ;k;, and satisfying P, +f on X as 1 A, / -+ 0. Then (4.3)-(4.4) may be 
written with z,~ = uz as 
(i) zn = P,N(fik + x,), 
(ii) (I - E) P,N(Mz, + x,) = 0, 
(4.6) 
where z, E X, and x, is a real number. Equations (4.6) imply z,, is in Z, . 
Equations (4.6) may be written as 
(i) z, = EP,,N(MG + xv,), 
(ii) (Z - E) P,N(Mz, + x,) = 0, 
(4.6)’ 
which corresponds to Eqs. (1.2). Of course, Eqs. (4.3~(4.4) are used for the 
computation and not Eqs. (4.6) since I(, = Mz, + x,, . 
We thus have shown that the periodic problem and projection methods can 
be put into the setting of an alternative problem given in Section 1. This 
reformulation clearly satisfies the differentiability and compactness hypotheses 
made earlier with f a Cl function. We have also assumed that (4.1)-(4.2) has a 
solution, and in addition made two other hypotheses that need to be investigated. 
First, we have assumed 
x - EN’(Mz,, + x,O) Mz = 0 (4.7) 
for z E Z implies z = 0. In the setting of Eqs. (4.1~(4.2) and Eqs. (4.5) Eq. (4.7) 
is equivalent 
11” -f&, uo>u + j-).(“, 110)~ dt = 0, (4.8) 
where u = fife and J-i u(t) dt = 0, uj(0) = #j(l),i =I 0, 1, withf,(t, U) denoting 
the partial derivative off with respect to u. Note that we can consider Eq. (4.7) 
as an equation in X, but if it has a solution z, then that solution is necessarily 
in Z. Multiplying through Eq. (4.8) by u and integrating by parts, one has 
- j-’ (Y’)~ dx - flfu(t, uo)u2 dt = 0, 
0 ‘0 
(4.9) 
using the fact that si u(t) dt = 0. Thus, for example, if fJt, U) > c > 0 for 
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some constant c and all 0 < t < 1, --co < u < 03, then Eq. (4.9) and the 
conditions uj(O) = u’(l), j = 0, 1, and si u dt = 0 imply u(t), and hence s(t), 
is identically zero. This is the typical type of explicit assumption on the non- 
linearity off contained in, for example, [3, 61. 
Second, we have assumed in Theorem 3.4 that in this case $‘(xuo) maps 
UX onto UX. In the setting of the application to (4.1)-(4.2), we have that 
4 is a mapping from the reals into the reals given as 
c&r):= (I - E) N(Mz(x) + x) = UN(Ma(x) + x) = j-l f(t, Me, + x) dt 
0 
so that 
+‘(xuo)x = (I - E)N’(Mz(~,~) + xuo)(Mx’(xuo) + 1)x, 
where x is a real number. Now suppose +‘(xuo) = 0. From Eq. (4.1) one has 
that z’(x3 = EN’(Mx(x,O) + x~O)(Mz!(xuo) + I). (We showed the existence 
of z’(xuo) in Theorem 2.2.) Moreover, this equation uniquely defines z’(x~ 
since (I- EN’(Mz(x,O) + x,O)M) is invertible. Using the fact that d’(x,O) = 0, 
we have that z’(xuo) also satisfies the equation 
w = N’(Mz(x,O) + x,“)(Mw) + N’(Ma(xuo) + xuo)l (4.10) 
on UX. Define d(t) = M(z’(x,O)l), 1 in UX. Then from (4.10), 
G”(t) = J-u@, iLg) f-w + f& uo), (4.11) 
where G(O) = S(l), j = 0, 1. N ow with f,>k>O for all O<t,<l, 
--co < u < 00, Eq. (4.11) can be shown to be uniquely solvable with solution 
G(t) = -1. Thus M(z’(x,O)l) = -1 and so UM(z’(x,s)l) = -1. But M 
maps 2 into (I- U)X so that UM(z’(x,O)l) = 0. This is a contradiction, so 
$‘(xuo) # 0 and hence $‘(xuo) is an onto map in this case. Thus the assumption 
f,>k>OforO<x<land-w<u<wenablesustodeducethatthe 
two additional hypotheses are met. 
Thus, under the preceding conditions, the solution, u. , to (4.1)-(4.2) may 
be approximated by solutions, 1c, , to (4.3)-(4.4). Moreover, for all tl large, 
solutions to (4.3~(4.4) exist and are unique near u, . Using Corollary 3.5, the 
error bound 
II %j - ud II = O(ll p?Po - wo II), j = 0, 1,2, 
where v. = ui follows immediately. Thus, for example, letting u, be a cubic 
spline and collocating at the mesh points [6] provides an O(] A, 1”) method if 
u. E C4[0, 11. We leave the combination of the results given here with those of, 
for example, [6, 71, to the reader. Furthermore, it is straightforward to extend 
the results of [5] to the periodic case using the results given here. Thus, using 
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C3-quartic splines for u, with uniform meshes and collocating at the midpoints 
of each subinterval and at x = 0 and x = 1 provides an order O(l A, 1”) method 
whenf(x, U) is in C2 and u,, is in Cs. 
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